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Mini review
Diagnostic thinking is a kind of practical thinking, which provided
the searching process of actual cause (causes), which determined
specific condition of diagnostics object.1,2 Diagnostic thinking is an
important process in different kinds of professional activity. In the
modern world of dynamic scientific and informational revolution,
millions of qualified professionals in diagnostics are occupied in the
field of verification of the various states of various objects. Economical,
social and political systems and institutions, law enforcement,
education, health organizations, the states, families, persons all need
correct and timely diagnoses. The results of diagnostic knowledge
are used by health professionals, managers, and politics, consulting
firms, law enforcement and the military, educators, psychologists.
Diagnostic thinking is a human activity. Diagnostic thinking includes
the diagnostic cycle as a whole, and its errors lead to distortion
product of diagnostics–the diagnostic conclusion. The unawareness
of psychological laws of diagnostic knowledge leads to mistakes,
erroneous decision-making, wrong diagnosis, and decreased efficiency
of the relevant field of practice.3 Consequently, we should mention,
that professional effectiveness in this case depends not merely on the
mastery in the relevant field of knowledge, but also on awareness of
psychology of diagnostic thinking. In many types of diagnostics there
are some researches, which devoted to different aspects of thinking
within some profession. For illustration we should mention studies
in technical diagnostics,4−8 medical diagnostics9−15 and psychological
diagnostics.16−21 In these works had been studied such aspects of
process of solving diagnostic tasks as thinking as installed beforehand
system of conceptions (its provide the semiotic component of
diagnostics), the specific features of diagnostics recognizing, different
types of diagnostic errors and stages of diagnostic process (this stages
provide the gnostic component of diagnostics). Also in this materials
authors considering some approaches to leaning of diagnostic skills.
We’d like to point out, that special considering of diagnostic
thinking realized in frames of causal approach.1,22 Casual approach,
worked out by A.F. Anyfriev, reveal itself first in psycho diagnostic field
of study. It became the third force in psycho diagnostic, because in the
past we saw only two forces–psychometric (which understand subject
of psycho diagnostic as applying of diagnostic tests and so on) and
clinical approaches (which aimed on considering only ideographical
aspects of its subject). Causal approach research different aspects
of diagnostic thinking, for example strategies and typical errors of
diagnostic thinking, components of diagnostics (semiotic, gnostic,
technical and deontological component for kinds of diagnostics,
which involved humans as its subject) and so on.23−25 Also this
approach studied the connection between different personal qualities
and efficiency of diagnostic thinking.26,27 On mentioned base causal
approach modeling computer diagnostic tasks (in current time only
psycho diagnostic tasks).28 These tasks are based on three principles:
excess of data, actuality of diagnostic cases and causal relations
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between phenomenal and cause levels of a person. Consequently
these tasks give the opportunity to specialists, who solve these tasks,
the freedom in their activity (it may be teachers, psychologists,
students of psychological faculties and so on.). And when they have
finished, we may investigate through this computer models their
diagnostic thinking (time of solving, number of hypothesis and so on).
It creates the conditions for the competent assessment and teaching
in psycho diagnostic sphere. But very important to mention, that the
general idea of the casual approach–diagnostic thinking has basic
aspects, which irrespective to different specific kinds of diagnostic,
e.g. this approach consists on existence of general aspect of all kinds
of professional diagnostics. Causal approach determined diagnostics
as science of solving diagnostic tasks–construction, assessment and
search kind of tasks.1,22 Construction tasks connected with process of
creating of diagnostic measurement instruments. This task indirectly
connected with diagnostic activity, because they involved science and
research skills (not diagnostic). Assessment tasks aimed on measuring
different diagnostic indicators (presence or lack and also degree of its
manifestation). Search diagnostic tasks direct on searching process
of actual cause (causes), which determined specific condition of
diagnostics object. Exactly these kind tasks (searching tasks) involve
difficult process of diagnostic thinking in their solving. The latest
researches in causal approach reveal general basis of diagnostic
thinking. In first article,29 which devoted to non-specific elements
of diagnostic search, described their researching, this manifested
the existence of these non-specific elements in different particular
kinds of diagnostic. It has been shown, that non-specific elements
of diagnostic search forming when the students of near future
professions, which assumed diagnostic component (psychologists
and defectologists) are solving simple diagnostic tasks-puzzles. It
provides by means of trainer Diagnostic search. Approbation of
diagnostic search displayed, that diagnostic work with it involve basic
general diagnostic skills (typical strategies of diagnostic thinking,
conception about two-level object of diagnostics etc.). In our research
two groups of students have solving diagnostic tasks-puzzles, which
imply finding the cause of certain dispersion of dots. We must note
that formerly, all mentioned students don’t have experience to
solving specially organized diagnostic tasks in any particular kind
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of diagnostics. After analysis and comparison of information receive
from solving tasks by test subject on Diagnostic search, which include
using strategies of thinking and typical diagnostic errors, graphical
data about time of solving tasks, number of hypothesis, emerging
barriers, etc., interpreted results of this experiment have demonstrated
similar forming and actualization of diagnostic skills among the group
of examinees. We find out next non-specific elements of diagnostic
search:
1. Orientation on content of diagnostic task
2. Tendency to optimal diagnostic stage
3. Operation of diagnostic images
4. Set to actual correctness of diagnoses
5. Set to efficiency of diagnoses
We also demonstrate that without non-specific elements, diagnostic
search turns to formal enumeration of different causes of deviation.
In second article,30 which devoted to cognitive model of solving
process of diagnostics searching tasks, we displayed that mentioned
cognitive model include five non-specific elements of diagnostic
search, which are have status of general psychology components,
which have similar developing and manifestation in different
kinds of diagnostics, and serve as strategic guidelines in diagnostic
activity, affecting positively on this activity. Empirical verification of
considering cognitive model is conducted by two methods:
1. When two groups of different specialist are solving the same
diagnostic tasks (simple diagnostic tasks-puzzles).
2. When two groups of the same specialist are solving diagnostic
(psychological) tasks, which has different semiotic constructs.
Beside aforementioned facts, we also find out specific condition
of engagement, which display itself, when the cognitive model of
solving process of diagnostics tasks gradually forming at probationers,
and which near to flow, described by M. Csikszentmihalyi.31 In third
article,32 which devoted to diagnostic skill, we displayed that diagnostic
skill, which display itself when the mentioned above cognitive model
had been forming, may transfer to another kind of diagnostic activity,
e.g. forming before in context of solving simple diagnostic taskspuzzles diagnostic skill may have positive influence on efficiency of
solving psycho diagnostic tasks. All these facts argued that we must
organized furthest study of the cognitive model of solving process
of search diagnostics tasks and non-specific elements of diagnostic
search, which compose mentioned cognitive model. The findings of
these researches can improve the activity of professional specialists
and student’s preparation, whose future profession involved diagnostic
thinking. The following goal of the complex psychological research is
developing technology of shaping an effective diagnostic thinking of
a professional with the use of adequate instrumental means. Presently,
such a technology does not exist as well as there are no serious studies
of diagnostic thinking in general. The modern science de facto lacks
understanding of diagnostics as a complex psychological process. The
understanding of the cognitive model of solving process of diagnostics
tasks by professionals both in humanitarian and technical field could
lead to better effectiveness of labor of large number of professionals,
avoid numerous mistakes, inflicting harm to human life and health.
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